
ENERGY BLEND
LOVE.VALUE 

Venus in Scorpio

ft.

Venus in Scorpio

Uranus (rx) in Aries

Mars in Pisces 

Neptune in Pisces

North Node in Cancer 

Saturn in Capricorn 

Pluto in Capricorn
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How these energies play out

will be unique to you.

The following pages explore

a few possibilities

It’s info worth knowing though.

As ever, do your own research

and trust your own judgement.



VENUS

e n e r g y  b l e n d

SCORPIO

LOVE.VALUE 



covering themes of..





a l s o

psychic awareness

quantum shifts



i.e.

heightened intuition

 universal messages

time bends



THE VENUS TRANSIT
[ DATES APPROX. DEPENDING ON LOCATION]





You see the deep truth of the

 value you possess

Insights into your role in 

relationships & 

what you have to offer

Determining what you receive 

from your relationships, 

and whether the 

energetic exchange is reciprocal

Clarity on what you value, 

what is non-negotiable

and where changes need to occur

Cutting off what hurts you,

what makes you feel subpar 

what doesn’t help you shine.



A stronger desire to

only participate in relationships

from a true and honest place

Absolutely feeling where there is

discord in your interations.

What’s hidden

comes to the surface

Using this knowing to open 

to a new way of relating

Acknowlegding and processing 

old wounds at their root,

so you can start a new cycle

unimpeded by past hurts.



Where this exists in your relations will 
become increasingly obvious and 

abrasive to your soul truth.

Scorpio doesn’t function well

with superficiality



can be an incredible 

manifester, but needs a 

CLEAR & STEADY vision 

which is rooted in 

inner knowing/power

can go a long,

long time without

getting their needs 

met

&

can give their 

WHOLE self away 

resulting in 

MAJOR energetic 

drain



This transit provides the energy to initiate 

a private, personal investigation

Heightened intuitive knowing

is availableto you to discover who you are 

and what you need/desire



SIMPLE GUIDE
FOR VENUS in SCORPIO

I feel good about it

and I get the sense 
it will advance me 

on a soul level

I’ll win supporters
& it’s what (I think)
the people want

Err on the side of 
caution

Re-evalute motives 
& end goal with a 

focus on what 

want/need

Retreat

Centre on you





You may feel vibrations of pain deeply held, 

or void areas of hurts forgotten

but this is an opportunity to visit these 

old, repeating issues to heal

at a core level.









alternate realms

unconditional love

quantum healing

a new, slow, fluid pace

internal etheric forces are at work

there’s cosmic support from



for 

relief

direction

insights

There’s potential for

 far reaching (inner) exploration



you’re bigger than 
your physicality,
than your mind 
can comprehend



your mind, 

your thoughts, 

your processes,

they’re going on a quest

you’re envisioning a bigger picture

intergrating what you’ve learnt

letting it elevate you

take it slow

there’s no rush to make any decisions



IMPORTANT:

THIS IS SO, SO KEY



altered states/

guided meditations

let music help you,

heal you

imagine the 

best case scenario

switch off with a movie

immerse yourself in 

creative projects





also supporting you..

NOV 2018 - MAY 2020

in

It’s all about feeling

Creating a safe space to feel,

to be honest in your 

emotional needs

Being compassionate 

to yourself

to others

Internal focus, 

rather than external concerns

Let all this water energy lift away old residue

Let it be washed away.







Rx until Jan 6



instant realisations

cosmic downloads/insights

sudden shift in self perception

breakthroughs in how you conduct 
yourself, how you show up in the world

a complete, sudden and absolute shift 
in your energetic frequency

a new driving force



enterswhen







FOR GOOD





money

value

exchange



you could manifest a 

dream job/new income

or see clearly what

inauthentic operations 

cost you

or decide your time

is worth so much more

or find value in 

completely other fields



IT’S LONG LASTING

is supporting you



also

your self destructive patterns are 
becoming clear so you can alter them

certain karma is finalising

take ownership

be in your own power

stay in your magic
your integrity



Hone in on where you
 want to travel

then release 

to see where/what the 
universe wants you to see



be open to time bends







of yourself

your capabilities

your life



Repeat when:





OUT OF THIS WORLD





An opportunity





but for now

a short meditation

beggining in...























































































(also, there’s some links below)



Thank you for your support
in purchasing these pages

That was very cool of you. 



Keen for updates?

If you got this for free + want to pay

Want to read about cosmic transits?

Interested in more blends like this
or want a natal chart reading ?

Receive articles & offers at
outerinner.space/sign-up

View current offerings at
outerinner.space/shop

:) Cool. Please visit 
outerinner.space/shop

Just go to outerinner.space

Sometimes these blends get updated 
with more detail/shifted ideas

View the current version at
outerinner.space/versions

This version 1:11
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